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Physics of complex Systems 

Priv. Doz. Mag. Dr. Christoph Matulla

Head of Climate Impact Team/Climate Research Section/Data, Methods, Modeling Division
Zentralanstalt für Meteorologie und Geodynamik – ZAMG Hohe Warte 38,  1190 Wien

*Language of the lecture: German

* Lecture notes to be found at www.climod .eu

* Dates: 20180307 12:00-16:00

20180411 12:00-16:00
20180523 12:00-16:00
20180627 12:00-16:00  + Exam 16;00-18:00

* Exam: oral test 

* My availability: ALWAYS always past our lectures; PLUS on request prior our lectures;                           

AND via E-Mail: christoph.Matulla@zamg.ac.at, www.climod.eu
ON TOP OF THAT via phone: 01 36026 2217

Several points to be addressed & arranged:
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Christoph Matulla
*educ theoretical Physicist, PhD in
Climate Research, Habilitation in
Climatology and System-modelling

*wrk Senior climate researcher,
head of Climate Impact Team
Climate Research - ZAMG
prior: HZG Research Center
Geesthacht, GER
Environment Canada, Headquarters
Toronto, CAN
*teach University Wien, BOKU,
University Salzburg, University Graz
*interst Interested in the effects
reasoned by climate change
Cooperation with impact
researchers (forests, rivers,
transport infrastructure, flora,
hydrobiology, etc.) Regional Climate
Modelling; maths; stts.

Personal Statistics: 
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Climate science, the media and politics
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literature (a sparse sample)

You may want to find some info at:
- the official homepage of the Austrian weather service: www.zamg.ac.at
- my private homepage: www.climod.eu
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Hann (1839-1921)

Exner (1876-1930)

1851: foundation of the Austrian weather service by Franz Joseph von
Habsburg, Emperor of Austria, Apostolic King of Hungary-Croatia and
King of Bohemia since

1851: foundation of the Austrian weather service by Franz Joseph von
Habsburg, Emperor of Austria, Apostolic King of Hungary-Croatia and
King of Bohemia since

Franz Joseph (1830-1916)

Margules (1856-1920)

1873 foundation of the International Meteorological Organization
(IMO) in Vienna -- precurser organization of the WMO (World
Meteorological Organization)
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our roadmap and some keywords 

Climate System, spheres, features, drivers, processes
Climate = Statistics of Weather / pdfs -- mean, variance, normal distribution, probability
Climate evolution during the past 106a  --Stadials and Interstadials ( ΔTg≈  8° to 10° Celsius) 
Statistics: anomalies, covariance, correlation, indepencence, trends 
Holocene -- Homo Sapiens evolves from Stone Age to Space Walks 

past Millennium – ‘Medevial Optimum’ – ‘Little Ice Age’ – ‘recent warm period’ 
Mankind changes from being ‘driven by climate’ to ‘driving climate’ 
Climate Models – GCMs  / performance, predictive skill, calibration and validation
Man’s Fingerprint on Climate – significance / detection and attribution
Future Climates – socio-economic scenarios (SRES/RCPs) – Ensembles of projections
Impact – regional climate modeling – Downscaling (DD&ESD), Least Square Method, Linear 
Regression, multivariate statistics, significant pattern, MLR 
Assessing changes / Mitigation and Adaption
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statistical basics – plse. recall them from school 
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Climate is the statistics of weather 

states of the atmosphere (weather) are characterized by temperature, precipitation, sunshine duration,
cloudiness, pressure... . observing weather (e.g. campus temperature in spring) over 30 yrs. (WMO)
provides us with some kind of Histogram/probability density function (pdf), which is characterized by
parameters (mean, variance, kurtosis, excess and higher moments). Changing statistics (μ, σ, ρ, cov, …)
indicate climate change.
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This, for instance, is 
caused by specific 
weather conditions
that luckily occur 
pretty seldom. 
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climate system, spheres, drivers and processes

the Climate System of the Earth consists of five spheres: *atmosphere, *hydrosphere,
*lithosphere, *cryosphere and *biosphere / the Sun is by far the most important source
of energy; it emits 3.8 1026 W on average and drives almost all processes on Earth; the
Earth’s reflectivity; its course around the Sun; the distribution of the continents on the
globe; the chemical composition of the atmosphere; volcanoes; greenhouse gases,
aerosols; the solar cycle, … , influence the amount of energy available to the Climate
System. Processes are running within and in-between the spheres of the Climate System.
They take place across a vast variety of spatial-temporal scales from seconds/mm to
Mio.yrs/globe. Ocean currents and the general circulation of the atmosphere result from
unevenly distributed amounts of energy around the globe.
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a peek at annual global temperature and precipitation totals 

It is certainty always helpful and sensible to be aware of the general situation, say - the overall picture
within which we investigate our specific problem – our focus is on the future development of
temperature and precipitation in Central Europe (our approach is based on seasons and hence more
detailed than the information presented in the Figure). However, is makes sense to know about the
temperature and precipitation distribution across the globe. And you know already that changes of 10°C
on the global scale matches differences between stadial and inter-stadial phases during the past 106 yrs
as well as that the Holozän was accompanied by rather stable temperature variations (~ +/- 1.5°C or so).
This helps us to access the significance of the changes that are expected to be around the corner!
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drivers : Earth’s revolution around the Sun

the Sun emits energy and the amount of the emitted energy varies with # sunspots

and age*. The energy received by depends on λ, ϕ**, season and the Earth’s path
around the Sun – that varies through time (ecliptic 41ka, precession 26ka, eccentricity
100ka). Wind systems and ocean currents try to even out differences in energy.
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Trenberth et al. 2009
Kallberg et al. 2005

drivers:          global energy balance and its distribution
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Since the ‚Sun‘s birth‘ the luminosity of the Sun
has increased about 30% in 4.6 billion yrs. (left panel).

Over the past 7000 yrs the amount of  stellar
Energy/s, which receives the Earth from the 
Sun, varied little  (0.3%) – However, the 
term: ‚solar constant‘ is obviously missleading,
since there is variation (see the upper panel). 

Much variation can be assigned to changes 
in so-called ‚sun spots‘ which have been 
observed by Galileio already.  

Nevertheless – the stellar energy input into our climate system of the Earth does not change much over 
Short periods of time (that will be different when the star starts to die in about 4.6 109 yrs). 
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drivers : the Sun and its ‚not so constant‘ solar constant S
warming

Changes in W/m2

received at the Earth’s 
surface varied from 
340.5 to342 W/m2

over the past 7000 yrs!
This will be important 
for our discussion of 
socio-economic 
scenarios (RCPs) later

However, over the bygone three centruies we have observed a comparable large increase in stellar activity (right panel). The well-known 11 
yrs. ‚sun-spot‘  cycle is clearly visible although somewhat masked by  mulitdecadal variations.
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drivers: GHGs – greenhouse gases H2O, CO2, CH4, O3

• plse recall: (top,left) CO2 – temperature evolution throughout the past
1000.000 yrs. (CO2 content: >190 and < 290 ppm)

• top, right: GHG concentrations in the atmosphere over the past 500 yrs.
-> there is a significant rise in CO2/CH4 concentations during the bygone
170 yrs. (note the scales) since the industrial revolution.

• the famous Keeling curve (bottom, left) depicts the increase in CO2

content in the atmosphere -- presently more than 400 ppm

• So far all efforts to reduce worldwide CO2 emmissions have not shown
sustainable success.

• Since we have already learned that it is not possible to reproduce the
observed evolution of global temperatures across the 20th century
without considering manmade greenhousegases we know that
manhood turned into a driving force of the Earth‘s climate e.g. by
changing the chemistry of the atmosphere (GHG uploading).

warming
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drivers: Volcanoes weak/strong eruptions > ashes ϵ Tropo/Stratosphere

You know by now that the severity of volcanic explosions turns the scales (decides)
whether their emissions remain in the Troposphere (where they‘ll be whashed out 
to the ground within some days/weeks by regular weather processes) or whether 
their particles make it into the Stratosphere where no cloud/precipitation 
processes can bring them back to Earth, but just Gravitaition. This, however, takes a considerably longer time and 
thus volcanic reuptions entering the Stratosphere remain there for some years (and not for just a few days) – where 
they can block off the incoming stellar insolation (hampering the climate system
to uptake energy) and thus cool the planet. Hence, such events can have an 
impact on the development of climate – particularly during periods of time 
within which volcanic eruptions appear frequently, like during the Little Ice Age 
(LIA – Tambora, 1815 & the Year without Summer, 1816,…). Please note that 
we‘ve already discussed the combined forcing made up by solar (previous slide) 
and volcanic forcings (first lecture, see the Figure on the right)!

cooling
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Aerosol data depict here (up, left) cover somewhat more than 200 years. In fact there are more proxy data sources on hand, allowing
to reconstruct volcanic erruptions (see the Volcanic Explisivity Index – VEI) farther back in time. The Figure on the right (which we have
displayed already) shows such a reconstruction of aerosol&sun-insolation back to 100 A.D. VEI is a relative measure for the explosive-
ness of vulcanic ativities, reaching from 0 to 8 (by now), which refers to ‚mega-collosal‘ explosions, comming with ejected volumina of
matter above 1000 km^3(!) Tambora (1815) was the latest in history whose ejecta volumina amounted up to these values ‚year
without summer‘ (1816) with a plume of more than 20 km (see for instance https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Volcanic_Explosivity_index ) 

drivers : aerosols cooling

Anyway, the above Figure depicts aerosol concentrations from ice core data
(Colle Gnifetti) and snow-cover measurements (Sonnblick). After a continous
and accelerated rise in aerosol loads until 1980 (‚global dimming‘) an abrupt 
and sbstantial decrease in aerosol loads is to be found. 
This sharp decrease in aerospl pollution is a result of international measures
to combat air polution on global scales, showing that interantional acts and
efforts can result in substantial changes (‚global brightening‘).
However, ever since the atmosphere was cleared from (industrial) aerosols –
see the Figure on the right, which had a cooling effect on the climate system
(blue circle)  – the warming effect of anthropogenic greenhouse gas 
emmissins stood out and hence global warming gfained pace (red curve).
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drivers: an overview and an integral  

(Hansen et al. 2007)

Here we see now a picture showing the effect of GHGs, aerosols, volcanoes and of course the Sun together.
‘Land use Change’ is of less importance in comparison. It refers to changes of the Earth’s surface (e.g. rain
forest clearing, farming, agriculture, herd keeping, sealing, urbanization, etc.). The net forcing has visibly
increased from early stages of the industrial revolution up to now – mainly due to uploading the atmosphere
with GHGs.

coolingwarming cooling warming

Volcanoes whose eruptions enter the Stratosphere yield to intermediate (a few years) cooling. 

LandUseChange

warming

cooling
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processes : feedback cycles (are very important in climate system’s economy) 

A change in external forcing causing the
temperature of a body to rise, increases
the radiation away from the body (here:
our planet). This counteracts the warming.
Stefan Boltzmann states that it takes much
energy to increase a body’s temperature
and consequently maintain it’s the energy
released by the body growths with the
fourth power of its temperature. ‘laps-
rate feedback’

A change in external forcing enhancing surface temperatures reduces
the amount of snow/ice on the ground (of our planet) and uncovers
darker surfaces (ocean, land). This in turn increases the amount of
energy taken up by the climate system yielding higher temperatures
again and amplifies the snow/ice melt. ‘ice/albedo feedback’
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The reduction of light in favour of darker surfaces in 
the end of a process chain always yields a positive 
feedback.

The same is true for greenhouse gases. If, at the end of a process chain, greenhouse gas densities 
are enhanced > temperatures increase.

processes : feedback cycles (are very important in climate system’s economy) 
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‘water vapour feedback (sometimes
called cloud feedback’: it is physically
obviously meaningful that the
greenhouse effect warms the
atmosphere and that a warmer
atmosphere is capable of carrying larger
amounts of water than a colder one.
Water vapour turns into clouds, which
act in two possible ways: water vapour
traps the outgoing infrared radiation
from the Earth and at the same time
reflect the incoming stellar radiation
back to space. The first effect warms the
climate system while the second one
cools it. Presently observations suggest
that the reflection of short wave
radiation outweighs the trapping effect
of the infrared radiation > clouds reduce
the energy balance by about 20 W/m2.

another dampening cycle: plant growth and CO2 content of the atmosphere.

processes : feedback cycles (are very important in climate system’s economy) 
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The Sun emits energy/s into space:     
3.8 1026 W

any surface that contains the Sun is 
passed by the same energy/s. 
(unless there is also a sink enclosed in the 
surface, which absorbs energy without 
releasing it once again – a black whole ). 

Let’s think about spherical surfaces and the amount of energy passing through one unit (m2). Say, we 
have two such spheres with the Sun at their center and the outer one is twice as far away from 
the Sun than the other -- then the energy passing one m2 of the outer sphere is one-fourth fourth 
the energy that passes one m2  of the inner sphere.

the part of Sun’s energy available to the Climate System 
tells something about our system, the Earth {S, α, ε or n}
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The Sun ‘sees’ the Earth as a circular area 2πr2 in a distance of 148.6 106 km (pls see Figures on
previous page). Let’s calculate the amount of energy/s received by one of a sphere 148.6 106 km
away from the Sun. Energy/s emitted by the Sun = 3.8 1026 W divided through the spherical surface
2πr2. Now, we see our ‚old friend‘ ~ 1368 W/ m2 the ‚Solar Constant‘, which in fact isn‘t a constant
(as we have discussed now repeatedly) since it varies through time (e.g. 11 year cycle of sun spots
and the slowly increasing stellar irradiance of the Sun since its birth.

Ok, now, in fact the Earth is not a disk (albeit this was believed for a while),
but a sphere/globe and hence we have to distribute the energy/s delivered
from the Sun to the circular area (2πr2) of the planet around its spherical area
area (4πr2): meaning we have to divide the ‚solar constant’ by 4, giving 342 W/ m2

Model I: Now, what does that mean in terms of temperature? That’s easy because the Stefan-
Boltzmann Law tells us straight away the relationship between absorbed Energy per second and
Temperature – and since we are considering a black body we get a temperature of say TEARTH=5.5°C
(try it out!).
Model II: Well, in fact the Earth is no black body, indeed. Rough averages across its surface give an
albedo of about α= 0.3, meaning that the Earth catches (of course) less energy than a black body. If
you consider that and use only 70% of the Sun‘s energy/s delivered to the Earth you‘ll find that the
corresponding temperature of the Earth reduces to TEARTH= -18° Celsius.

the part of Sun’s energy available to the Climate System 
tells something about our system, the Earth {S, α, ε or n}
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We know of course that the Earth is surrounded by an atmosphere (which is tiny in vertical extension 
compared to the Earth’s diameter, especially when considering only the Troposphere, within which 
most weather phenomena take place. Please take a look at the Figure,

which depicts our calculation: S is
our ‘old friend’ the ‘solar constant’
and α refers to the Earth’s Albedo.
Since we speak of a balanced system

- the same amount of energy

that enters the climate system (body
+ atmosphere) must be released in
outer space again. The atmosphere
is – in our example here -
transparent for short wave radiation,
but absorbs all long wave energy
coming from the Earth’s surface,
which is then emitted from the
atmosphere it in all directions (½ up
into space and ½ down to Earth).

‘balanced’ means TEARTH= constant.

This setup yields about 30° Celsius for the Earth’s surface 
and  -18° Celsius for the atmosphere! (obviously, right? –
the atmosphere here equals the Earth’s surface of EBM II) 

the part of Sun’s energy available to the Climate System 
tells something about our system, the Earth {S, α, ε or n}
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However, in fact the
atmosphere lets through a part
of the infrared radiation emitted
from the surface (the window is
not closed ). The coefficient
describing this effect is the
‘transmissivity’ (1-ε) (definitions
deviate in the literature) of the
atmosphere considering long-
wave radiation.
This setup must yield a lower
temperature at the Earth’s
surface, since some of the long-
wave radiation emitted by the
surface leaves the system (Earth
+ atmosphere) without being
captured by the atmosphere
and (½) being sent back to the
Earth.

ε ~ .022 -> 78% if infrared rasiation passes the atmosphere to 
space - giving ~15.47°C on Earth and ~-45.1 for the atmosphere.

the part of Sun’s energy available to the Climate System 
tells something about our system, the Earth {S, α, ε or n}
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As the Earth changes its temperature
other things change as well. Ice melts
at 0°C and if the temperature increases
its extent will decline. This melting
uncovers surfaces with lower albedos,
which absorb more short wave energy
and thereby enhances temperature.

This mechanism is the ‘ice-albedo feed
-back’. It is a positive feedback. Other 
such processes are negative feedbacks. 

Two species of daisies live on a planet. 
Black ones blooming  in cold weather 
and die in hot temperatures. White 
daisies behave the opposite way. 

Show here the Table containing, S,α,T,and inferred n;
Than the example with a planet relativ similar to the Earth

the part of Sun’s energy available to the Climate System 
tells something about our system, the Earth {S, α, ε or n}
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Summing up: we have grappled with the hermeneutic circle and - as such - with problem solving strategies. Thereby we have
developed essential tools and competences, which help us dealing with future challenges. I think that this is in fact amongst the
most important aspects of educating creativity.
We sought for the average temperature of a body - the size of the Earth, the same distance away from the Sun as the Earth is – and
carried out several loops of the so called ‘hermeneutic circle’ (EBMI, EMBII, EMBIII, EMBIV) until we attained the observed average
temperature. Thereby we have introduced parameterizations (α and ε).
Since we decided together‡* not to prolong this ‘problem solving’ exercise, I have included two more pages of
Analysis for anybody who is interested. They demonstrate two significant aspects: (i) the n-layer model of the atmosphere, which
may be seen as a substitute for ε and (ii) how changing temperatures T change α(T), which changes temperature, … (feedback circles
– as we have discussed them already). Ad (i) ε has been substituted by n – the number of layers we are considering. Since I think the
pertaining result is of help for us considering the ‘history of the greenhouse gas effect’, which follows below, I want to emphasize it
once over:

‡* in fact you didn’t want to proceed any further  A. Dressler ‘Introduction to Modern Climate Change’

n refers to the number of layers, which the infrared radiation emitted from the Earth’s surface has to pass before 
escaping to stellar space. S is the ‘solar constant’ and σ the Boltzmann constant (n and ε correlate to each other).

the part of Sun’s energy available to the Climate System 
tells something about our system, the Earth {S, α, ε or n}
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a planet with S=1368W/m2,α=0.3,T=255°K,add GHG n→0.16 AND feedback: α= α(T)
we can understand what happens if α(T) changes if T changes, if α(T) changes if T changes 
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Die Temperaturentwicklung über die letzten 109 Jahre

 Nach dem LHB folgten mehrere Eiszeitalter, die deutlich kürzer als die Warmzeiten andauerten (viele Mio. J)
 Eiszeitalter sind wieder Wechsel zwischen Warmphasen und Eiszeitepochen die wenige Mio. J. andauern
 Kaltphasen in Eiszeitepochen nennt man Eiszeitzyklen, die grob etwa 100.000 J. dauern – letzter Zyklus: 

Würm-Weichsel
 Seither ist das System in einem Interglazial – dem Holozän – die im Allgemeinen etwa 10.000 J. dauern 

demzufolge sollten wir uns auf dem Weg in den nächsten Eiszeitzyklus befinden
 Die letzten 1000 J. sind in mittelalterliche Warmzeit, kleine Eiszeit und moderne Warmzeit untergliedert

Late Heavy Bombardement, Anfang des Lebens, Entwicklung des Lebens, Vereisungsphasen 

Relevante Treiber/Ursachen der Änderungen

109

106

104

103

102
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Temperaturentwicklung über die letzten 106 Jahre

Relevante Treiber 

Die letzte Mio. Jahre: in den Eiszeitzyklen bilden sich kontinentale Eisschilde, die in den
kürzeren Interglazialen abschmelzen – die Eispanzer der Antarktis und Grönlands bleiben z.T.
bestehen

Milankovic

Reinhard Böhm
°C

↕~10°C

Homo Errectus
Homo Rhodoesiensis
Homo Neanderthalensis
Homo Sapiens

Abweichung von 
Kreisbahn 
400/100 ka

Neigung der Erdachse 
gegen Erdbahnebene 41 ka

Schwingung der Erdachse 
um die Senkrechte zur 
Erdbahnebene 23 ka
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Temperaturentwicklung über die letzten 104 Jahre

Relevante Treiber

Das Holozän – der Eintritt in ein vergleichbar stabiles Klima: Homo Sapiens alleine -- von Pfeil und 
Bogen zur Raumfahrt in einem Wimpernschlag – und: große Auswirkungen kleiner 
Klimaschwankungen ↕~10°Cvor 21k Jahren

~1°C↕
wichtig: wo!
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Temperaturentwicklung über die letzten 103 Jahre

Relevante Treiber (inkl. anthropogene):

Noch ein Blick:
Reinhard Böhm,
Inge Auer et al.

ALP-IMP

Auer et al. 2001
Böhm et al. 2003

Matulla et al. 2003
Matulla et al. 2005

Auer et al. 2007
Matulla 2005

°C

die letzten 1250 Jahre – Proxy-Information und instrumentelle Beobachtung;
die Entwicklung der Temperatur wird grob unterteilt in: mittelalterliche
Klimaoptima, kleine Eiszeit, ab Beginn der industriellen Revolution: Neuzeitliche
Warmphase. Hier: Maskierung des anthropogen verstärkten Treibhauseffekts
durch anthropogene Aerosole, Luftreinhaltung: die starke Erwärmung der letzten
Dekaden.
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Temperaturentwicklung über die letzten 102 Jahre

Matulla et al. 2003a
Matulla 2005

260 Jahre (die instrumentelle Periode): die HISTALP Datenbasis ab 1760 (Auer et al. 2007).
 HISTALP: Temperatur, Luftdruck, Niederschlagsmenge, Sonnenscheindauer, Bewölkung und

demnächst auch Seetemperaturen. In der Periode nach WWII kann auf tägliche
Beobachtungen zurückgegriffen werden.

Im Folgenden soll der Verlauf des Klimas in der instrumentellen Periode in Mitteleuropa
(GAR, Österreich) darstellt werden.

Einflüsse hier: vor allem anthropogen gesteuert
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102 Jahre weitere Klimaelemente (u.a. auch Tagesbasis)

Im Unterschied zu den gerade gezeigten
Temperaturverläufen, gibt es eine deutlich
niedrigere Kohärenz zwischen den Entwicklungen
der jährlichen Niederschlagssummen in den
verschiedenen GAR Regionen. Während in den
Regionen SW und NO kein Trend sichtbar ist,
zeigen die Regionen NW und SO leichte Zu- bzw.
Abnahmen in den letzten 150 Jahre.

Die Entwicklung anderer Klimaelemente: jährliche Niederschalgstotale (HISTALP) ab 1800 und Stürme (basierend auf drei 
Luftdruck-Beobachtungen pro Tag an Stationstriplets) warme Tage, Starkniederschläge 

Die Entwicklung von Klimakenngrößen: warme
Tage, Starkniederschlagstage (beides basierend auf
täglichen Beobachtungen)

Entwicklung der jährlichen Niederschlagsmenge

Matulla et al. 2008

Auer et al. 2007

Nemetz et al. 2012
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